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Two sets of thermodynamicBetheansatzsystemsof massiveand masslessnaturerespec-
tively are conjectured.They seem relevantto describethe finite-sizeground-stateenergy in
SU(2)~x SU(2)l/SU(2)k±/cosetmodelsperturbedby the relevantintegrableoperator[(k,O)®
(1,O)/(k+ /,1)] (in termsof theGKO branchings)with negativeandpositivecouplings.Different
limits I —~~ or k,/ —~~ lead to infinite TBA systemsdescribingeither the asymptoticallyfree JJ
perturbationsof the WZW models SU(2)k or the asymptoticallyfree SU(2)X SU(2) principal
chiral model with Wess—Zuminoterm.Although we have no generalderivation of thesesystems
on the groundsof factorizedscatteringtheory, theypredict theexpectedbehaviorboth at small
and large distances.We believe that thesesystemsdescribeexactly the Casimir energy in the
perturbedSU(2)cosets.

1. Integrable perturbed SU(2)k x SU(2)I/SU(2)k+l cosets

The GKO SU(2)kx SU(2)//SU(2)k±/coset construction[11provides a double
series(parameterizedby two positive integers k and 1) of rational unitary CFT
modelsd7(k,1), which occur at the Virasorocentral chargevalues

3k1(k +1+4)
c(k,1) = . (1.1)

(k+2)(l+2)(k+1+2)

This series include the unitary conformal series.d!J) =4’(l, p — 2) and the super-
conformalseries = 4’(2, p — 2).

Among the primary fields of the ~E’(k,1) model there is a field which corre-
spondsin the GKO constructionto the branchingof the product of two weight-O
representationsof SU(2)k and SU(2), into the adjoint (weight 1) representationof
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SU(2)k+/. Since the correspondingconformal dimension

2
(1.2)

k+1+2

is less then 1, the local scalar field with i=~i, which we denotehere as I~,is
relevant and generatestwo renormalizationgroup trajectoriesflowing from the
4’(k,l) fixed point, i.e. two unitary relativistic field theorieswith the perturbed
CFT actions

~(k,I) =A~,(k,)±Af~(x) d
2x, (1.3)

where A is a positiLe coupling constant of dimension A (mass)2~ 2) We
denotethesenon-critical field theoriesas4A~±1(k,1). Clearly all the construction
is symmetric in k and 1 andone canrestrict k ~ 1.

It makes senseto consider the limits of the 4’A’ ±~(k,1) as I —* ~ or both

k, 1 —÷ (see e.g. refs. [2,3]). On general grounds we expect that the first limit
correspondsto the WZW model SU(2)k [4,5]. Since in this limit cI~tends to the
marginal operator(2/3k)E~

1JaJa,where Ja(x) and J°(x)are the right and left
SU(

2)k Kac—Moody currents,we identify in this limit [3]

2A -

FA~(k,~)_ASU(2)k ±~fjaja d2x. (1.4)

Note, that the negativeperturbationleads to asymptoticallyfree renormalization
group (RG) behaviorand the positive perturbationis irrelevant. Therefore only
4’A~kk,oc)remainsnon-critical in this limit, while

%~A~(k,oc)=SU(2)k. (1.5)

A more subtlelimit correspondsto k, I —~ ~ while the difference 1 — k is fixed. In
this case~FA~~(k,l) becomesthe SU(2) x SU(2) principal chiral model (PCM), in
generalwith Wess—Zuminoterm of some level n [4] (belowwe use the notation
(PCM),J for this model). Namely[3]

4’A~1(k, I) = (PCM)O, (1.6)

lim %~A~>(k,l)=(PCM)~. (1.7)
k,I—~,I—k==n

It is known that all the ..IVA~±~(k,1) field theoriesare integrable.For theunitary

conformalseries,where ~ = D
13, the integrabilitywas first observedin ref. [6]. The

argumentsof ref. [6] areeasily generalizedfor the whole series~sfA
1±kk, 1) [3].
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The negativelyperturbed.~A1~(k,/)models are expectedto developa finite
correlationlength,containingin the spectruma set of massiverelativistic kinks of
the samemassm [2,3,71. The spectrumandinteractionsaregovernedby two dual
fractional spin symmetriesQ(k) and Q~,one of which turns into the fractional
supersymmetryfor k = 1 [2,3]. The factorizedscatteringof kinks, which respects
thesetwo fractional symmetries,was conjecturedin ref. [3]. The kinks K~~

separatedifferent degeneratevacua,eachvacuumbeing labeledby two indices
aa’. a and a’ run independentlyover the setsof nodesof Ak±)andA

1~1Dynkin
diagrams,respectively,

aE{0,1,...,k), a’E{O,l,...,IJ. (1.8)

Stable kinks Kaa~~ follow the Dynkin diagram adjacencyrules: a = /3 ±1,
a’ = /3’ ±1 andthe kink—kink scatteringS-matrix appearsas the tensorproduct[3]

S(k,I)( \ — (k) j \ (1)~ I — RSOSt~ I RSOS

wherethe S~05scatteringamplitudesare relatedto the Boltzmannweightsof the
Ak+l RSOS model [8]. For k = 1 the first factor in eq.(1.9) is trivial andwe are
dealing with the pure A,~1RSOS (or restricted sin-Gordon)scatteringtheory
[2,7]. For more details and explicit expressionsseerefs. [2,3].

There is information of different type aboutthe 4t~A~+ >(k, 1) field theories.For
k + I largeenoughthe perturbativeRG analysiscanbe applied[9, 10], from which
one learns that at least at large k + I the %‘A~(k,1) theory is the massless
interpolatingtrajectoryflowing from an .~f(k,1) fixed point in the ultraviolet (UV)
region to an ./1f’(k, 1 — k) fixed point in the infrared (IR) region (see the first
developments[9,10] for the casek = 1, refs. [11, 12] for k = 2, andref. [13] for the
generalcase).An exceptionis the “diagonal” model with k = I, where no definite
conclusion can be drawn from the first-order perturbativecalculationseven at

k + / large,andone needsto inspecthigherperturbativeorders.This follows from
the CFT structureconstant~ (see e.g. ref. [13])

C(kt) — 4(k — /)2 ~E)y(3E/2) 1/2 110
— kI(k + I) y

3(e/2)y2(2e) ( . )

where y(x)=F(x)/F(1 —x) and � = 2/(k +1+2), which vanishesfor the diago-
nal model .AV(k,k). It looks like true that the operatoralgebraof the field D in
the diagonalcaseis invariant under 1 —~ — f, and

4’A~(k, k) =JlA~(k,k). (1.11)

Both theoriesare thereforemassive.It is commonly believed[14] that the large-
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(k + 1) picture of the interpolatingflows persists for all models4’A~kk,1) and
every time we havea sequenceof interpolatingflows:

4’A~~(k,1) i.9’
t~~(k,I—k), (1.12)

which finishes at some diagonal fixed point AV(k,k), going to a massiveregime
afterwards.

2. TBA equations

The thermodynamicBethe ansatz(TBA) equationsdescribeexactlythe ground-

stateenergyE(R) of an integrablefield systemliving in the finite circle of length
R with periodic (or sometimestwisted) boundaryconditions. Usually they are
derivedstarting from a relativistic factorizedscatteringtheory, which is supposed
to be known for the field theory model underconsideration.This can be easily
done in the caseof diagonalfactorizedscattering(see refs. [15, 161 for details and
particularexamples).For the non-diagonalsituation,like the kink scatteringtheory
describedabove, up to now there is no generalschemeand one has to analyse
carefully every particularcaseor involve an amount of guesswork.

The TBA equationsfor .%‘At ±~(1,I) modelswere conjecturedin refs. [17,18],

where it was shown that they match well the expectedpropertiesin the small-R
(UV) andlarge-R(IR) limits. The purposeof the presentpaperis to demonstrate,
that a slight generalizationof the massiveand masslessTBA systemsof refs.
[17, 18] results in two seriesof (k, /)-dependentTBA equations,which exhibit at
R —~ 0 and at R —~ precisely the behaviorwe expect for the perturbedcoset
models.%‘1~(k,l).

The TBA systemsconjecturedhere are constructedas follows. Consider the

Ak+/l Dynkin diagramwith k +1—1 nodesand let 1ah’ a,b = 1,2,...,k +l~1
be its incidencematrix. Attach the pseudo-energyEa(f3) to every node anddenote
La(/3) = log(1 + exp(—ra(/3)).Then the generalsystemreads

k+I—1
~Va+Ea+~~ ~ la*Lh0, (2.1)

2ir h=l

where * denotesthe convolutionin /3, qs(/3) is the standardkernel,

1
cosh/3 (2.2)

and ~a(/~)’ a = 1,2 k + / — 1 arethe “energyterms” to be specifiedbelow.The
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1 2 k—i k k+i k-~-l—2 k+l—1
0— —0 0 0—

o 0 •0 0 0 0
mRcosh/3

(a)

1 2 k 1 k+1—2 k+1—1

—~ ° •

o 0 —e
0 0 0

2 2

(b)

Fig. 1. Theenergytermsin the ..(A~kk,l)TBAsystem(a)andin the .�A~~(k,I) system(b).

Casimir energy E(R) is related to the solution of eq. (2.1) as follows:

~E(R) = - (2~)2 k~lfpa(/3)La(p)dp. (2.3)

Note,thatTBA systemsof refs. [17,18] areof theform (2.1)—(2.3)with a particular
choice of the energy terms ~ For the general %‘A~±~(k,1) model we conjecture
(figs. la,b)

va(/3) =mR~akcosh/3 for 4’A~(k,l), (2.4)

where m is the kink mass,and ~ah = 1 if a = b and 0 otherwise, and

= ~mR(~~ e0 + 6aj e~) for 4’A~(k,/). (2.5)

In the last definition m is generally the characteristic scale of the intercept
betweentwo CFT regimes. At k = 1 one has k + 1 — 1 = / and the systemsug-
gestedbecomesthe TBA systemrelated in refs. [17, 18] to the CI~3perturbed
conformal minimal models ..KA1 ±~(i, 1). Note also that at I = k the systems(2.4)
and(2.5) are the same,in agreementwith the conjecture(1.11).

In the UV limit R —s 0 the Casimir energy E(R) is expected to behave as

E(R) —.wc/6R[19], where c is the Virasorocentralchargeof the UV CFT. So
we can use the limit R —* 0 of the TBA eqs. (2.1)—(2.3)to recoverthe UV central
charge. The leading R —s 0 asymptotics is controlled by the “reduced” scale-
invariant TBA system, i.e. the systemwithout all the e~ contributions in the
energyterms.For eqs.(2.4) and (2.5) this results in the samereducedsystemwith

= mR~ake8/2. The standardTBA central chargecalculation(see e.g. ref. [15]
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for details)gives for the reduced system

6 k+/1 Y(...~) Y(oo

)

a —~ (2.6)a~=i 1+Ya(~OC) 1+1ç(c~)

where we denoted ~~(f~)= exp(—ra(/3)) and S~(x)is the Rogers dilogarithm
function,

x logt log(l —t)
~(x) = -~fdt — + . (2.7)

o 1—t t

Explicitly [15],

sin2[~(a + 1)/(k + I + 2)]
1+Y(—co)= (2.8)a sin2[i~-/(k+ I + 2)]

sin2[~(a+ 1)/(k + 2)]
ifa sin2[ir/(k+2)}

sin2[~-(a— k + l)/(/ + 2)]
1+Y(cxs)= ifa~k. (2.9)a sin2[~/(/+2)}

Using the dilogarithmsumrules [20]

6 ‘~ sin2[~/(n+3)] 2n
—~° =— (2.10)sin2[i~(a+1)/(n+3)J n+3

we find the centralchargeof eq. (1.1).
Let us turn now to the next-to-leadingR —+ 0 correctionsin the Casimirenergy.

The structureof theTBA equations(2.1)—(2.5) implies that the functionsY~(/3)are
entirefunctions of the complexvariable /3 andsatisfy the periodicity [21]

+ ~iir(k + I + 2)) = Yk+la(I~). (2.11)

This predictsthe following regularexpansionof the 4~A~±kk, 1) scaling function

f~kmR)=(R/21T)E~(R)[here the upper index (—) and (+) refers to the
..,A~kk,1) system(2.4) and the 4’A~kk,1) system(2.5), respectively]:

f(fl(t) —~c(k,I)+ ~ F ~t4’/~~2~+(vacuumenergyterm), (2.12)
n=2

in agreementwith the perturbationdimension(1.2). Note that for the field theory
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(1.3) onewould expect

~ (—)~K~F~), (2.13)

where K is some factor (probably 1), which relatesthe massscalesin .4’A~~(k,I)
and 4’A~(k,I). Unfortunately at the time I am not able to compute the
expansioncoefficients F,~±)explicitly; in particular the relation(2.13) is a conjec-
ture.

The irregularvacuumenergyterm [15] in the expansion(2.12) canbe evaluated

along the linesof refs. [17, 181. We find for k + 1 odd:

—~--—(l~)kkfor4’A~(k,l)
(vacuum energy term)k = , (2.14)

— —(l~)k! for ..fA~~(k,1)

where(1 ‘)ab is the inverseincidencematrix. Entrieswe needare

= 0,

( (k+l+l)/2

= (—) for min(k, I) odd (2.15)
0 otherwise

At k + I eventhe incidencematrix is non-invertibleandthe vacuumtermacquires
a logarithmic singularityif k is odd. The same considerations as in ref. [181give for
the logarithmic contributions

(logarithmic term) k,1 = — k + +
2

1k’/ ( t )2 log t, (2.16)

where ‘a is the following zero eigenvectorof the incidencematrix lab:

0 for a even
‘a = { ( )(a_ 1)/2 for a odd (2.17)

Turn now to the opposite limit R —‘ ~ and consider first the 4~A~(k,1)
equation with the energy terms (2.4). At R = the functions Ya(f~)are the
rapidity-independent constants )~(cx~),defined in eq. (2.9). The next large-R itera-
tion gives

Ek(/3) = mRcosh/3 — ~ log[(1 + YkI(cc))(1 + Yk±I(oc))], (2.18)
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andone obtainsfor the Casimirenergy

E(R) ~ (2.19)

Note, that this is what one expectsfor the low-temperaturebehaviorof the kink
systemwith the vacuumstructure(1.8), the factor 4 cos[ IT/( k + 2)] cos[ ~r/(/ + 2)]
taking into accountthestatisticsof the interkink “colouring” with the Ak+ ® A1.~.
adjacencystructure. Therefore this limit is in agreementwith the (RSOS)kX

(RSOS)1scatteringtheoryof ref. [3].
If k ~ I the ..FA~(k,1) TBA system (2.5) exhibits at R —s~ a completely

different behaviorcharacteristicfor masslessinterpolatingfield theories.At /3 ~

log(mR) the nodes a = I, I + 1,.. ., k + / — 1 do not influence the “right-mover”
node a = k. The infrared central charge CIR is therefore determinedby the
truncatedTBA systemwithout nodesa = 1, 1 + 1,. . ., k + / — 1, andwe have

CIRC(k,lk) (2.20)

as expectedfor the RG flow (1.12). The next lR correctionsaredeterminedmainly
by the central region — log(mR) -~ /3 <<log(mR), where effectively one can con-
sider only the systemof nodes a = k + 1, k + 2 I — 1 in betweenthe “right-
mover” and “left-mover” nodes a = k and a = 1, neglectingthe influence of the
side ones.This considerationpredicts in generalthe following asymptoticexpan-
sion of the scaling function:

f(t) — ~CIR + ~ B,,1
4n/k+2). (2.21)

n=2

The form of the expansionimplies that the 4A’~(k,I) trajectory comes to the
infraredfixed point 4’(k, I — k) along an irrelevant operatorof dimension

2
(2.22)

In the infraredCFT 4’(k, I — k) thereis in generalan appropriateoperator,which

corresponds to the GKO branching [(k,0) ® (1—k,1)/(/,0)] and has this dimen-
sion. The case1 — k = I is exceptional,sincethereis no spin-i primary field in the
spaceof SU(2)

1 andoneneedsanotherirrelevantoperatorto definethe direction
of the incomingtrajectory. Remarkably,the generalconsiderationsleading to eq.
(2.21) also fail in the caseof neighbouringnodes k and 1. A separateconsidera-
tion, which takesinto accountthe “direct” interactionbetweenthesetwo nodes,
predicts for this case ~~lR = 2. It is natural therefore to expect the attracting
operatorto be TT in this case.In the caseof the superconformalIR fixed point
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Fig. 2. Therenormalizationgroup flows betweenthe .~�(k,1) fixed points, correspondingto different
//(A~kk,l)field theories.

I — k = 2 the branching[(k,0) ®(2, 1)/(k + 2,0)1 correspondsto the supercurrent
G. This time the trajectorycomesto %‘(k, 2) along the direction GG.

The considerationsaboveresult in thepatternof 4’A~(k,I) interpolatingflows

drawn in fig. 2. Every fixed point 4~(k,I) (except for the diagonalones 4’(k, k))
has one outgoing trajectory Jf/A~(k,l) along the relevant direction [(k,0)0

(l,0)/(k + 1,1)] andtwo incomingones4’A~(k,k + I) and %‘A~kk+ 1,1), which
are attractedby the irrelevant fields [(k, 0) ® (1, 1)/(k + 1,0)1 and [(k, 1) 0 (1, 0)/
(k + 1,0)1, respectively.For_the conformal minimal series 4’(l, I) the last is
substitutedby the operatorTT.

3. Infinite TBA chains

In the limit l—~~, k fixed, the %‘A~(k,I) system(2.1)—(2.4) becomesthe
semi-infinite TBA chain as shown in fig. 3a. This systempresumablycorresponds
to the asymptoticallyfree perturbationof SU(2)k model defined in eq. (1.4). The

UV central chargeis 3k/(k + 2) in this limit. The period in eq. (2.11) becomes
infinite andthe periodicity argumentsleadingto the expansion(2.12) fail. I believe
that an appropriateanalysis of the infinite TBA chain would reveal the UV
behaviorcharacteristicfor the asymptoticallyfree field theory (1.4). This analyses
remains to be done however.

In the same limit I —‘ ~, k fixed, the interaction betweenthe “right-mover”
node a = k and the “left-mover” one a = I in the %‘A~(k,I) system(2.1)—(2.3),
(2.5) disappearsandwe havethe two separatesemi-infinite chainsof fig. 3b. Both
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1 2 k—i k k+1 k+2
~ —0 -0--

0 0 0 mRcosh/3 0 0

(a)

1 2 k—i k k+i

0 0 0 —e~ ~

1 2 k—i
2k k-i-i

—0- O~ -o- ...

0 0 0 0

2

(b)

Fig. 3. Semi-infiniteTBA chainsin thelimit / —~~. In thecase(b) therearetwo decoupkdsemi-infinite
chains.

are scaleinvariant with a total central charge3k/(k + 2), in agreementwith the

identification (1.5).
The limit k,1 —~ ~, 1 — k = n fixed, gives the two infinite TBA chains of figs.

4a,b.Both infinite systemsarenon-trivial and exhibit the UV centralchargec = 3
in the Casimir energy. In the IR limit R —s ~ the first TBA system(fig. 4a) is

massive.With the identification (1.6) it is supposedto describethe Casimirenergy
of the finite-volume PCM. The chain of fig. 4b is masslesswith the IR central
charge CIR = 3n/(n + 2). Next IR corrections are controlled by the intermediate
finite chain with n — I nodes. This observation permits one to find the attracting
irrelevant dimension ~1IR = 1 + 2/(n + 2), in agreement with the identification
(1.7) (seeref. [22]).

—0 0
0 0 mRcosh~30 0

(a)

links in between.__~

—0- 0- 0— —O-~-- 0 o— .

•••~ —e~ —e_~ ~

(b)

Fig. 4. Massive(a) andmassless(h) infinite TBA chains.
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I would like to stress that all the TBA systemsproposedabove (but few
particular examples)are in fact unprovenconjectures.The simplest %‘A~±~(1,2)
TBA systemswerederivedin refs. [17,18] from the corresponding RSOSscattering

theoryand masslessGoldstonescatteringtheory. Also 1 verified (to be published
elsewhere)that the sin-Gordon scatteringtheoryat p

2 = 8~(which is A~RSOS
scattering)results in the semi-infinite TBA chain of fig. 3a (with k = I). It would
be highly desirableto havea generalderivation of the massive4’A~(k,1) TBA
systemfrom the kink scattering theory (1.9). As for the massless~//A~(k,I)
systems,eventhe backgroundmasslessfactorizedscatteringtheory is unknown.
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